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Fiske modes and Eck steps in long Josephson junctions: Theory and experiments
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We report on a systematic investigation of the properties of long Josephson junctions under the application
of magnetic fields generating Fiske and Eck steps in the current-voltage characteristics. Numerical data and
experimental results are compared with a cavity mode-based model predicting the voltage position and the
amplitude of the current singularities. The comparison shows that this model can account for the shape and for
the maximum current modulation of the singularities when the field penetration overcomes Meissner shielding
above the valueH052l j j c . @S0163-1829~98!05342-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The excitations of a Josephson junction in the presenc
boundary currents generated by an external magnetic
have been investigated by several authors during the
years.1 In most cases the analysis was performed mode
junctions whose physical dimensions were small compa
to the Josephson penetration depthl j5AF0/2pm0d jc, F0
52.07310215 Wb being the magnetic flux quantum,d
5l11l21t the magnetic thickness of the junction, andj c
the maximum Josephson current density. Excellent ag
ment was found in this case between the shape and am
tudes of the current singularities called Fiske steps~FS’s!
and the proposed models based on the interaction betw
single-mode cavity waves and the Josephson effect.2

Defining L as the physical length of the junction, it
known that, in the very long Josephson junction limit, i.
l 5L/l j@1, the junctions exhibit different types of oscilla
tions and complex nonlinear behavior1 ranging from fluxon
shuttling oscillations to spatio-temporal chaos and cav
mode interaction with the Josephson effect. At present, c
sidering only the dc-current-biased junction case, there e
basically two kind of oscillations that justify important fea
tures of the current-voltage characteristics: fluxon osci
tions and cavity mode interaction with the ac Josephson
fect. Fluxon perturbation theory3 has provided sufficien
information and experimental data fitting for the current s
gularities, called zero-field steps~ZFS’s! generated by the
shuttling of particlelike flux quanta along the extended
mension of the junction.4 Multimode expansion was als
employed5 in order to account for experimental features
garding ZFS’s in intermediate-length junctions. This analy
showed that, when the junctions are not very long, mos
the dynamics, including fluxon oscillations, can be explain
by multimode expansion of the phase difference. The mu
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~18!/12377~8!/$15.00
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mode analysis also showed that a wave description beco
inadequate when the normalized lengthl @1.

In the present paper we show that even in the very lo
junction limit the two oscillating regimes, fluxon oscillation
and cavity mode resonances~generating Fiske steps!, are
clearly separated due to the response of the sine-Gordon
tem to an applied magnetic field. The particlelike behavio
a reliable model when the applied magnetic field is ve
close to zero. However, if the value of the external magne
field is above the critical valueH052l j j c , the response of
the long junction presents strong evidence of single-m
cavity-wave oscillatory behavior.6 We investigate quantita
tively the features of the current-voltage characteristics of
junctions by numerical simulation and experiments when
applied magnetic field is above this critical value. The d
are compared with a single-mode excitation model wh
application is justified by the complete field penetration
the junction.

In the next section we present a theoretical extension
the early theories of Fiske modes and the Eck step in Jos
son junctions and justify the application to the physical co
ditions that we will be considering. In Sec. III we compa
the theoretical results with numerical data. In Sec. IV
compare the theory with the experimental results obtai
with junctions of different lengths and geometries; in Sec
we summarize the paper.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We take as a starting point the perturbed sine-Gord
equation

f tt2fxx1af t1sinf5h, ~1!

with the boundary conditions
12 377 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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fx~ t,0!5fx~ t,l !5G. ~2!

In Eq. ~1!, h is the dc-bias current normalized to th
maximum critical currentI c , anda51/Abc is the damping
coefficient withbc52pI cR

2C/F0 denoting the McCumbe
parameter2 (R is the resistance in the subgap region andC
the total capacitance of the junction!. In the system~1! and
~2! distances are measured with respect tol j and time with
respect to the reciprocal Josephson plasma freque
v j

21 , v j5A2p j c /F0C. We remark that assuming a con
stant value forR is an approximation whose validity depen
on the amplitude of the voltage interval that we consider
the subgap region; this limitation must be considered w
trying to use the model, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, over large voltage
ranges. In Eq.~2!, G5He /l j j c is the normalized externa
magnetic field. It is evident from the position of our proble
that we neglect two-dimensional effects: only one dimens
of the rectangular junctions that we model can be larger t
l j .

It is known from experiments, numerical simulations, a
low-temperature scanning electron microscope~LTSEM!
imaging6 that stable Fiske steps appear in the current-volt
characteristics of long Josephson junctions whenG.2. As a
starting point of our analysis we show that, when this con
tion is satisfied, the phase difference along the spatial in
val, at timet, can be written as

f~x,t !'vt1Gx, ~3!

wherev5^V& is defined by the fundamental Josephson
lation in the units of the system~1! and ~2!. In Fig. 1 we

FIG. 1. Results of numerical integration of the driven sin
Gordon system@Eqs. ~1! and ~2!# for l 58, h50.06, anda50.1.
~a! Phase configuration along the junction for different values of
normalized external magnetic fieldG. ~b! Time dependence of the
voltage in the middle of the junction.~c! Evolution of the phase
difference between the ends of the junction forG55.5.
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display the result of a numerical integration of the system~1!
and ~2! performed for flat initial conditions (f505f t for
every point in space! and parameter valuesl 58, h50.06,
anda50.1. All the results of the integration were taken aft
allowing the decaying of the initial transients~typically sev-
eral thousand integration time steps!. In Fig. 1~a! we plot the
dependence of the phase along the normalized spatial in
val at t5600 for two values of the parameterG which are,
respectively, 3.2 and 5.5 as indicated by the labels. From
plot we find that the phase has an overall linear depende
on the spatial coordinate and the slope of the straight lin
as obtained from a linear interpolation, is 2.9 and 5.5, resp
tively, for G53.2 andG55.5, meaning that the ansatz~3!
becomes better when increasing the value of the exte
field.

In Fig. 1~b! instead, we show the time dependence of
phase in the center section of the numerical model (x054)
for the same two values of the external magnetic field. In t
case the linear fitting of the two curves gives a slope eq
respectively, to 0.335 (G53.2) and 0.367 (G55.5); we
note that these two values obtained from the fit are eq
within less than 0.1%, to the average voltage^V&5v evalu-
ated directly averaging the numerical data. Figures 1~a! and
1~b! demonstrate that our Eq.~3! represents a reasonab
starting point for the analysis of the dynamics of the jun
tion.

However, in Fig. 1~b! we see that, on time scales of th
order of 1/v, there are regular oscillations of the phase th
are not accounted for in Eq.~3!. The overall effect~and the
amplitude! of these spatial oscillations is epitomized in Fi
1~c! where we plot the time dependence of the phase dif
ence between the end sections of the junction modelDf(t)
5f( l ,t)2f(0,t). We see that this variable has a regu
oscillation @parameters here are the same as if Fig. 1~a! and
1~b! with G55.5] and excursions of the order of 5 aroun
the value 43.5 which is essentially the flux linked to t
junction (G l 544). The kind of dependences that we obse
in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c! gives us an indication that the overa
time increase of the phase along the junction takes p
while the phase difference between the two ends oscilla
periodically, just like in a cavity mode excitation. Indeed t
average voltages of Fig. 1~b! and the angular frequency o
the oscillation of Fig. 1~c! are close top/ l which is the
normalized frequency of the first mode of a cavity wi
length l.

In the particular case of Fig. 1 the excitation drives t
junction on the first Fiske step of the current-voltage char
teristics. In terms of real junctions this means that we wo
be biased at the voltagevn5nF0c̄/2L with the step order
numbern51; herec̄ is the speed of light in the oxide barrie
~typically a few percent of the free-space velocity!.

The above observations suggest that Eq.~3! can be com-
pleted with a time dependence which accounts for the spa
perturbations in the form of a linear cavity mode expans
whose spatial periodicity is determined by the multiples
v5p/ l . Our starting point for the development of the the
retical analysis is the following modification of Eq.~3!:

f~x,t !5vt1Gx1c~x,t !, ~4!

with uc(x,t)u!1.

-
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We will derive the equations for the current-voltage ch
acteristics associated with FS’s substituting Eq.~4! in the
system~1! and~2!, imposing a classical cavity mode expa
sion for the functionc(x,t). It is worth noting that Eq.~4!
was the starting point for an early analysis of the interact
of cavity waves with the Josephson effect.7–9 The analysis of
the FS’s was performed on the basis of Eq.~4! in the limit
l j→`, a condition that would guarantee the negligible
fect of the sinf nonlinear term in Eq.~1!. This restriction,
however, does not constitute a necessary condition for
applicability of the ansatz~4!. The simplest form of~dy-
namic! solution in the form of Eq.~4! for the system~1! and
~2! is represented by the solution for which the functi
c(x,t) of Eq. ~4! has a constant~time and space indepen
dent! value, i.e.,

f05vt1Gx1u0 , ~5!

whereu0 is an arbitrary phase andv is determined by the
power balance conditionv5h/a. For this solution the non-
linear term in Eq.~1! is zero ~on average! and the system
reduces to a linear one. We expand now the general solu
of Eq. ~1! asf5f01c which gives the linear equation

cxx2c tt5sinf01cosf0c1ac t2h1av, ~6!

with the boundary conditions

cx~0,t !5cx~ l ,t !50. ~7!

Solutions to Eq.~6!, fulfilling the boundary conditions
~7!, can be obtained as

c5 (
n50

`

~Ancosvt1Bnsinvt !cosknx, ~8!

wherekn5np/ l . Inserting Eq.~8! into Eq. ~6!, multiplying
by coskjx, and integrating over the length of the junction, w
get by separating cosvt and sinvt terms the following form
for the coefficientsAn andBn :

An5

2
2G l $~v22kn

2!@12~21!ncosG l #1av~21!nsinG l %

~11dn,0!@~knl !22~G l !2#@~v22kn
2!21a2v2#

,

~9!

Bn5

2
2G l $~v22kn

2!~21!nsinG l 2av@12~21!ncosG l #%

~11dn,0!@~knl !22~G l !2#@~v22kn
2!21a2v2#

.

~10!

The current-voltage characteristics follow from the
part of Eq.~6! as

^cosf0c̄&51h2av, ~11!

where the average on the left hand side is performed o
space and time variables. The explicit calculations show
-

n

-

e

on

er
at

h5av

1 (
n52`

`
1

2

S G l

2 D 2

S G l 1knl

2 D 2

sin2
G l 2knl

2

S G l 2knl

2 D 2

av

~v22kn
2!21a2v2

.

~12!

The first term in Eq.~12! represents the Ohmic part of th
current-voltage characteristics; the second term gives an
finite series of equidistant resonances of widtha. The dis-
tance between these resonances isp/ l . Note that this is the
normalized frequency spacing between the resonances.
calling that the frequency is normalized tov j and that c̄
5v jl j we recover the classical expression for the freque
spacing of the resonances determined byc̄/2l . The height of
the resonances is modulated by a slowly varying amplitu
factor and a fast~Fraunhofer! amplitude factor. The maxi-
mum of each resonance is 1/av. The Fraunhofer factor em
phasizes the resonance closest tov5G and drops off fast:
typically only two or three resonances produce signific
current. If G l is an even multiple ofp, the odd numbered
resonances prevail except for the central resonance, andG l
is an odd multiple ofp, the even numbered resonances p
vail except, again, for the central resonance. The slow va

ing factor ~including the 1
2 ) has its maximum (12 ) for the

resonance atkn50, and drops down to18 for the resonance a
kn5G. Note that in the limit of infinite length only mode
aroundkn56G contribute, this leading to

h5av1
1

2

av

~v22G2!21a2v2
, ~13!

which is exactly the expression of Eck, Scalapino, a
Taylor8 for the Eck step~ES!. Their quality factorQ is in our
case the ratiov/a. Note that the width of the resonance
expressed by Eq.~12! is a while their separation isp/ l .
Thus, as long asa l !p, there is a clear separation of th
FS’s while it shall be surely difficult to observe distinction
between them in the opposite case (a l @p).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS: COMPARISON
WITH THEORY

We will compare first the theoretical predictions with n
merical results that we have obtained for the maxim
height of the first FS’s as a function of the external magne
field. This can be done from Eq.~12! by setting for thenth
resonancev5n/p l . The numerical results were performe
integrating the system~1! and~2! by a standard finite differ-
ence method in time and space.9 We have numerically evalu
ated the height of the first Fiske steps for normalized leng
ranging from 0.1 to 8 and the results of the integrati
~circles! are shown in Fig. 2. Superimposed on the circles
have reported the predictions of Eq.~12! represented by the
solid line obtained forv5p/ l . Beside imposing this reso
nant condition for the frequency no fitting parameters w
used for any of the data shown in Fig. 2. As a general tre
we see from these figures that the agreement between
theoretical model and the simulations tends to be better
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increasing values of the magnetic field which can be
pected as the starting approximation, Eq.~4!, has physical
sense, for junctions havingl .1, whenG.2, and gets bette
for increasing values of the field. Moving toward the Kul
theory approximation7 (l j→`) we see in Fig. 2~a! that our
model can fit well even the amplitude of the first lobe of t
Fiske step. In all cases the periodicity of the modulations
exactly the one indicated by our model, meaning that
cavity-wave analysis is adequate.

We have also simulated current-voltage (I -V) character-
istics for fixed values of the magnetic field which represe
a somewhat complementary aspect of the diffraction pat
plot. The results of these numerical integrations are repo
in Figs. 3–5. In all these figures the numerically obtain
I -V curves are represented by the dots while the result
Eq. ~12! are represented by solid lines.

In Fig. 3 we show threeI -V curves obtained forl
55, G53, and three values of the loss parametera @respec-
tively, 0.05~a!, 0.1 ~b!, and 0.2~c!#. In Fig. 4, we display in
the same order with respect to increasing values ofa50.1,
a50.2, anda50.3 theI -V curves forl 510 andG53. In
Figs. 3–5, like in Fig. 2, no fitting parameters were used
order to match numerical experiments and theory. As gen
trend in these two figures we see that instabilities are pre
on the steps for lower voltages and lower damping para
eters. Instabilities of the Fiske modes for magnetic fie
close to the critical valueG52 have been observe
previously.6 When the spurious oscillations are damped
~by increasinga), we see that our model gives a better fit
the numerical data even for values of the field of the orde
2.

By further increasing the loss we reach the parame
space region where it is not possible to distinguish re

FIG. 2. The numerical~dots! and theoretical~solid line! mag-
netic field dependence of the current amplitude of the first Fi
step for junctions of lengths~a! 0.1, ~b! 0.5, ~c! 2, and~d! 8 for a
loss parametera50.1.
-
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FIG. 3. Current-voltage characteristics obtained fixing the n
malized length tol 55, G53 and varying the value of the los
parameter whose value as indicated by the labels in~a!, ~b!, and~c!.
The dots are the results of the numerical integration and the s
line the theoretical results.

FIG. 4. Numerically evaluated current-voltage characteris
~dots! and theoretical predictions, based on Eq.~12!. ~a!, ~b!, and~c!
are relative to a normalized lengthl 510 and G53. The labels
indicate the value of the loss parametera.
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nances anymore and we can observe only a smooth and
tinuous singularity. An example of this phenomenon
shown in Fig. 5 where we display the results of two nume
cal integrations for a junction having a lengthl 515 and a
loss factora51.0 for increasing values of the magnetic fie
G. The theory~solid line! is derived directly from Eq.~12!.
In this picture, however, we have subtracted the Ohmic c
tribution. Due to the relatively high value of the loss para
eter in this case, we can see very clearly the ‘‘resona
nature of the Eck step since it is possible to trace the nega
resistance part of the curve. The length of the junction a
the relatively high value of the voltage can even allow
good fit by using Eq.~13! ~in this case the result of th
theory would exhibit very slight differences from the the
retical curves shown in Fig. 5!.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We have measured theI -V curves of several Nb-NbOx
PbAuIn junctions fabricated according to standa
procedures.10 All the samples had good current-voltag
(I -V) curves, current densities ranging in the interv
(100–3000) A/cm2, and two basic types of geometrie
namely, overlap and in line. We will see, however, that
comparison of our theoretical model with the experiments
not much dependent on the geometry. As for the numer
experiments, we will show first the results of the modu
tions of the currents with the applied magnetic field and th
the current-voltage characteristics.

In Fig. 6 we show the modulations of the currents of t

FIG. 5. The current-voltage characteristic of a junction hav
l 515 from the numerical~dots! and theoretical point of view for
two different values of the applied field and a loss parametea
51.0. We are in a parameter plane region in which all the F
merge in a single singularity~the Eck step! whose voltage, for a
fixed current, depends linearly upon the value of the external m
netic field.
on-

-

-
-
’’
ve
d

l

e
s
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-
n

first, second, and third FS’s of an overlap2 junction having a
normalized lengthl 57.5. In the figure the currents on th
vertical axis are normalized to the maximum Josephson
percurrent of 5.7 mA. The curves in the figure have be
obtained for damping parametersa equal, respectively, to
0.15(n51), 0.1(n52), and 0.15(n53). We note that,
since the plasma frequency for the junctions under consi
ation here is of the order of 70 GHz, the voltage of the fi
step is below the corresponding voltage for which the mo
lations are more irregular while the voltage of the third st
is well above the plasma frequency~this step had an
asymptotic voltage of 560mV). We also see that the modu
lations appear aboveG>2 and that the current height ge
closer to the expected theoretical value, increasing the
order number. This is a general feature observed in exp
ments that is due to the fact that below or about the plas
frequency the nonlinearities of the system~1! and ~2! may
have a strong effect on our linearized model for the Fis
steps.

In Fig. 7 we show the modulations of the first three FS
of an overlap junction having a normalized lengthl 515.3. In
this case the value of the loss parameter was 0.05 forn51,
and 0.1 forn52,3. Even in this case Eq.~12! explains very
well the periodicity of the modulations; also we see th
increasing the step order number, the heights of the steps
fitted better. This result is somewhat expected since incre
ing the step corresponds to moving away from the plas
frequency of the junction and to decreasing the relat
weight of spurious nonlinear oscillations.

Another point in favor of the above argument comes fro
the results that we have obtained from an in-line junctio
shown in Fig. 8. This junction had the same current den

s

g-

FIG. 6. The experimental modulation pattern~dots! of the first
three Fiske steps for an overlap junction having a normalized len
l 57.5. ~a!, ~b!, and~c! represent, respectively, the first, second, a
third steps. The value of the loss parameter that gives the best
a50.15.
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12 382 PRB 58M. CIRILLO et al.
but a smaller normalized lengthl 57 due to a physical length
of 50 mm. In this case the asymptotic frequency of the ste
was safely above the plasma frequency. The fittings of
current modulations of Fig. 7 were obtained fora50.15. We

FIG. 7. Modulation plots for a junction havingl 515.3. The dots
are the experimental results and the solid line obtained for the
Fiske step~a! with a50.05, and the second~b! and third~c! with
a50.1.

FIG. 8. Experimental data~dots! and theoretical dependence
for the first three Fiske steps, respectively.~a!, ~b!, and ~c! of an
in-line junction havingl 57. Even in this case the value of the lo
parameter that gives the best fit isa50.15.
s
e
see that our model is not sensitive to the geometrical c
figuration of the junction inasmuch as it is based on the to
penetration of the field above the critical valueG52. Thus,
Eq. ~12! can be used even for in-line geometry junctio
when the value of the applied magnetic field is above
critical value.

The complementary aspect of Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 is sho
in Fig. 9 where we see in~a! the theoretical current-voltag
characteristic of the overlap junction obtained forl
57.5, G51.63, anda50.05, showing the first and third
Fiske steps superimposed on the experimental data~dots!.
Although the value of the field below the critical valueG
52 gives rise in the experimental data to a maximum a
plitude of the steps much below that predicted by the theo
we see that the relative position of the resonances and
dynamical resistance is close to that predicted by our mo
In ~b! we see the current-voltage characteristic of the inl
junction of Fig. 8, also showing the first and third Fisk
steps. The current-voltage characteristic in this case was
ted for a50.1 andG51.95.

The characteristics of Fig. 9 also give more direct e
dence in favor of the conjecture expressed above that, f
given junction length, when the mode frequency is high
than the plasma frequency, there are more favorable co
tions for the application of our model. Indeed, we see that
first steps of Fig. 9, situated below the plasma frequen
have a very irregular shape while the third steps situated
above the plasma frequency have a much more reg
shape.

As for the diffraction pattern plots the agreement betwe

st

FIG. 9. ~a! Current-voltage characteristics of an overlap juncti
having l 57.5 showing the first and third Fiske steps~dots are ex-
perimental points!. The theoretical curve, obtained on the basis
Eq. ~12!, is represented by the solid line; the value of the loss fac
for the fit wasa50.05 and the magnetic fieldG51.63.~b! Same as
in ~a! for the in-line junction havingl 57: the fit is obtained here
for a50.1 andG51.95.
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PRB 58 12 383FISKE MODES AND ECK STEPS IN LONG JOSEPHSON . . .
theoretical and experimentalI -V curves gets better for highe
values of the field. It is worth noting that in all the cases
Figs. 6–8, the value of the damping parametera giving the
best fit to the data was of the same order of magnitude~in the
worst case within a factor of 2! of the value that we evalu
ated from the quasiparticle conductance in the voltage reg
where the FS’s were located. We show now data relative
the appearance of the Eck step for which very good ag
ment with the theoretical limitl→` is obtained.

In Fig. 10~a! we report the fittings of theI -V curves of the
Eck step of an in-line junction with lengthl 515 obtained for
two different values of the applied magnetic field. The fi
tings were obtained from Eq.~12! only setting properly the
voltage and scale normalizations and a dissipation fac
respectively,a50.46 anda50.52. These values of the dis
sipation factor, more than one order of magnitude ab
those used for the Fiske steps, are reasonable because t
appears in a region of the current-voltage characteri
where the the quasiparticle resistance of our junctions be
up and a linear constant value becomes a very rough
proximation. However, even in this case the values that
obtained from the fits were of the same order of magnitu
compared to those measured from the dynamical resist
of the quasiparticle branch. For Fig. 10~a!, as for Fig. 5, the
background quasiparticle current was subtracted. We n
however, that the position of the maximum of the Eck s
does not depend upon the value of the fitting parametea
and therefore Fig. 10~a! also shows~like Fig. 5! that the
experimentally observed voltage position of the maximum
the Eck step is equal to the value of the external field.

FIG. 10. ~a! The experimental data and the theoretical@Eq. ~12!#
current-voltage characteristic of the Eck step for two values of
applied magnetic field (G). ~b! The dependence of the maximu
current height of the Eck step upon the external magnetic field.
solid line is obtained from Eq.~12!, for a loss factora50.68; note
that on this line we have also superimposed the infinite length
proximation obtained from Eq.~13! for a loss parametera50.84.
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In Fig. 10~b! we show the dependence of the maximu
height of the Eck step upon the external magnetic field
observed in the experiments~dots! and predicted by the
theory ~lines!. In particular, the solid line is obtained from
Eq. ~12! for a junction lengthl 515, a50.68 while another
line obtained from Eq.~13! for an infinitely long junction,
for the same value of the applied magnetic field and fora
50.84, is almost superimposed on the previous one.

The smooth and continuous ES reported in our figure
observed only when the value of the external magnetic fi
is driving the resonances in a region of theI -V curve with a
higher dissipation. It is worth noting that the picture o
served in the experiments is very much like that expec
from theory and numerical simulations. When increasing
value of the field it becomes difficult to define the spaci
between the high-order Fiske modes until the point in wh
they appear like a single resonance. Considering that
phenomenon takes place for high voltages~and therefore
high-order Fiske modes! it is not surprising that the reso
nance can also be described by the model of Eck, Scalap
and Taylor8 @our Eq.~13!# obtained for a junction of infinite
length: when the order of the step increases the wavele
of the cavity oscillations decreases and we naturally m
toward the limit in which the length of the junction can b
considered as infinite. Also, the pictures observed thro
the simulations clearly show the traveling-wave nature of
linear waves.

We note that the step reported in Fig. 5 and Fig. 10~a! has
a very clear resonant nature. It is possible that, for value
the magnetic field close to the threshold for the appeara
of the stable Fiske modes (G52), other kinds of structures
may appear in the current-voltage characteristics of the l
junctions. These structures that have much the shape
linear branch in the current-voltage characteristic11 are likely
generated by the average increasing of the velocity of
fluxons when these are not tightly packed together by
external field.12 These displaced linear slope~or resistive
branches! structures, however, appear only in very limite
regions of the parameter space and are definitely not us
for devices applications.

As far as concerns the internal dynamics of the junctio
during the dynamical state generating the ES and the m
surable features displayed in Fig. 10 we note that, since
have obtained a straightforward fit by Eq.~12! and Eq.~13!,
we expect that the dynamics follow conditions imposed
the derivation of these equations. The ES can be viewed
‘‘continuous’’ sequence of Fiske steps, generated by
same physical mechanism, i.e.,‘‘linear,’’ small amplitud
wave interactions with the Josephson effect. We note that
ES is not a peculiarity of the long junctions as it can
observed in short junctions as well.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on the extension of theories explain
the appearance of magnetic-field-induced current singu
ties in Josephson junctions to the case of junctions wh
length is not small compared to the Josephson penetra
depth. We have shown that this extension includes as a
iting case the result of Eck, Scalapino, and Taylor8 for the
infinitely long junction approximation. The necessary con
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tion for the applicability of our model, i.e., complete fiel
penetration above the critical valueG52, is always obeyed
in the experiments on junctions of both overlap and in-li
geometry where regular current modulations can be obse
only above this threshold value. Also, very good agreem
is found for the current amplitude of the resonances forG
@2 and for the infinite junction approximation.

There are several aspects of our work that could be us
both from the fundamental and from the applied point
view. It has been shown, for example, that the lineariz
cavity wave analysis may explain several phase-locking p
nomena between magnetically coupled Josephson junctio13

and the same kind of analysis has provided detailed inform
tion for the phase locking of a single junction to an extern
rf drive.14 From the fittings of the current-voltage characte
istics and from the singularity modulations one can estim
the normalized length of the junction, a parameter that
usually extracted from the diffraction pattern of small-ar
junctions fabricated in the same run and having the sa
critical current density. This peculiarity could be releva
when working with long high-temperature superconduc
junctions15 or complex systems of coupled junctions wi
inhomogeneous critical current densities.2

Also, after the results16 which showed that extended Jo
sephson structures could be used as millimeter-
submillimeter-wave oscillators when biased on the Eck st
a number of devices17,18 and stripline configurations19 have
been proposed and investigated, taking as an essential in
e
ed
nt

ful
f
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e-
s
a-
l
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te
is
a
e

t
r

nd
p,

re-

dient of the working principles a dc-bias point on this sing
larity. It is clear that, for device applications, an analytica
defined current-voltage characteristic can turn out to be v
useful. We have evaluated quantitatively in terms of the d
sipative parameter what the values are that lead to the di
pearance of Fiske modes and to the appearance of a s
smooth resonance. Our results suggest that modera
shunted long junction oscillators could display the ES ove
broader range of frequency and therefore supplying a m
stable bias point for broader frequency ranges.

Moreover, we recall that the Fiske steps of large-a
junctions are interesting because their dc current lev
higher than those of the small-area junctions, can prov
narrow-linewidth radiation10 with a better stability with re-
spect to fluxon oscillations. The above systematic charac
ization could be very useful for future developments of po
sible high-frequency devices.
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